DNABarcodes: an R package for the systematic construction of DNA sample tags.
DNA barcodes are commonly used for counting and discriminating purposes in molecular and cell biology. Not every set of DNA sequences is equally suitable for this goal. There is a growing demand for more sophisticated barcode designs, with only few tools available. We prepared an R package that combines known algorithms and innovative methods for the efficient, flexible and near-optimal generation of robust barcode sets. Our R-software package 'DNABarcodes' generates sets of DNA barcodes from a few basic input parameters (e.g. length, distance metric, minimum distance, chemical properties). It satisfies the specifics of most particular experimental demands in de novo design of barcodes. Additionally, the package allows analysing existing sets of DNA barcodes as well as the generation of subsets of those existing sets to improve their error correction and detection properties. 'DNABarcodes' was designed for speed, versatility, provable correctness and large set sizes. The DNABarcodes R package is available from Bioconductor at http://bioconductor.org/packages/DNABarcodes under the GPL-2 license. tilo.buschmann@izi.fraunhofer.de. Supplementary data are available at Bioinformatics online.